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A complete scientific theory to understand the brain, neurons and intelligence based 
on linking senses, emotions, basic needs for the brain and the seven types of info 
recorded in the brain
Statement of the Problem: Few years ago, even after the introduction of international brain projects, some neuroscientists 
were publishing that progress at understanding the brain was slow at best, and new ideas would be welcome. Here, we present a 
Theory describing how the brain processes information at the level of neurons, axons and dendrites. This will help understanding 
biology. The Theory solves this by explaining the relation between the senses, the emotions, the basic needs of the brain, and the 
seven types of information recorded by the brain. 

Methodology: At birth, the brain is almost empty of information. While it is unknown in what format the brain stores images 
and sounds, it does record them. Assuming a neuron (or group of neurons) records an image of “mommy” and a second neuron 
the sound “mommy”, a dendrite between the two neurons links both the information. This explains the small inner voice we 
all possess. When we see “mommy”, the inner voice mentions « mommy » because of the dendrite. When we hear the sound « 
mommy » the brain finds it and displays internally the image of mommy. This allows our understanding. The Theory writes this 
relation like this: IF (IF image of mommy THEN PLEASURE 10) EQUALS (IF sound « mommy » THEN PLEASURE 10) 
THEN PLEASURE 10. The Theory also demonstrates how the neurons build Automatisms. Here’s an example in an abbreviated 
format: IF sound « bend the elbow » EQUALS Send and record electricity a, b, c, … to activate muscles A, B, C, … to bend the 
elbow THEN PLEASURE 10.

Conclusion & Significance: Never have we seen a document like here explaining in a complete way, using simple equations 
like above, how the brain functions allowing free will, autonomy and enough intelligence to survive.

Figure 1: The flow along which the information is processed by the brain requires only three types of decisions called DT1a, DT1b and DT2. DT1a 
manages neuron content, DT1b manages dendrites and DT2 responds to emotions in order to move external and internal body parts. Emotional response 
samples are IF SURPRISE THEN search in the brain, IF ANGER THEN send electricity to move limbs, IF FEAR THEN send electricity to move more 
muscles like screaming, IF DISTRESS THEN flow tears.
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in understanding human nature, the brain, psychology, evolution and many sciences has brought him at wanting to computerize intelligence 
and understanding how intelligence and the brain function. It became obvious that the brain can only be intelligent enough to survive (1) if it 
is connected to Senses (using neurons as it is on humans), (2) if each little information recorded is linked to an Emotional Label to decide if 
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